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SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute and SAP Convergent Invoicing

A new milestone in data transfer rates
Integrated SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute 
and SAP Convergent Invoicing reach over 640 million 
transfers per hour
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Multinational companies active in global 
consumer markets and trying to 
centralize their IT can find it difficult to 
handle huge volumes of priced 
transactions quickly.

In a recent test, SAP Convergent 
Mediation by DigitalRoute and SAP 
Convergent Invoicing achieved data 
transfer rates of up to 640 million 
records per hour with almost perfect 
scalability.

SAP Convergent Mediation by 
DigitalRoute can collect raw transactions 
from various sources, cleanse them, and 
channel them to the single SAP 
Convergent Invoicing system that keeps 
track of your financial data.
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The integration between SAP Convergent 
Mediation by DigitalRoute and SAP Convergent 
Invoicing has recently been submitted to a high-
volume load test. This was to prove data transfer 
rates can reach several hundred millions of 
records per hour with good scalability. Scalability 
is important, because it shows the potential to 
reach even higher values, if required.  

The recent data transfer tests not only displayed 
record data transfer rates, it also showed the 
almost perfect scalability of the integration. 

Test scenario and volumes mainly reflect cloud 
business operations where cloud service 
providers offer their customers the opportunity 
to use their services which are billed on an 
individual usage basis. At the moment, 
transaction pricing is the most common billing 
type requiring volumes as high as the ones we 
processed in this test.

However, the results are interesting for all 
companies who are thinking of shifting their 
business models from a product to a subscription 
basis and from indirect to direct sales. These new 
business models dramatically increase the 
number of consumer accounts to track – from the 
thousands well into the hundreds of millions and 
even billions of transactions. In fact, the number of 
purchases can easily exceed the number of 
accounts by tenfold and that’s why there is a need 
to process very high data volumes.

Moreover, sales activities can happen on multiple 
commerce platforms and this can lead to the 
need to integrate data from various sources into 
one accounting system.

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute is the 
standard integration layer to automatically 
capture high volumes of raw transactions from 
various sources, channeling them to SAP 
Convergent Invoicing and the SAP Customer 
Financials Management solution.

Introduction
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Around 2010, SAP’s early vision of the digital 
enterprise was based on the changing dynamic 
of the economy which required billing and 
invoicing to support the agility, scale, and 
functionality needed to meet the emerging reality 
of connected people, devices, and companies. 

The connected economy required support for the 
rating, billing, and invoicing of digital 
subscriptions, prepaid and postpaid pay-per-use 
digital services, and multi-sided revenue sharing 
with partner settlement. This was needed in 
massive volumes where transactions per second 
were measured in the millions. 

The SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation 
Management solution now has hundreds of 
major customers taking advantage of our ability 
to deliver these capabilities using highly 
automated and optimized processes for 
addressing huge volumes. It does this with 
limited manual intervention while maintaining full 
financial transparency.

Technology, retail, telecom, logistics, financial 
services, professional services, postal, railways 
and other transport companies, and many more 
businesses around the world all look to this 
solution to help monetize their digital journeys as 
they create new innovative offerings, seamlessly 
blending physical goods with subscription and 
usage-based services.

SAP CONVERGENT INVOICING
This invoicing package brings billing information 
from different lines of business and third-party 
systems, consolidating it in a single, clear invoice. 
It also delivers more services tailored to the 
subscription / usage business such as invoice-
level discounting, revenue sharing and partner 
settlement, compliant accounting and controlling 
information, accruals, revenue recognition, and 
others.

SAP CUSTOMER FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
This solution manages revenue flow with highly 
automated receivables and payments handling 
through sophisticated credit and collections, 
giving your agents a 360° view of financial 
customer data for better, more relevant support.

SAP Convergent Invoicing and SAP Customer 
Financial Management
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the general ledger back to the source.

There are many different scenarios in which SAP 
Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute interacts 
with SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation 
Management processes for pricing, invoicing, 
accounting, and payments. In terms of volumes 
to be handled, the most prominent ones are the 
usage collection into the SAP Convergent 
Charging solution and the billable item posting 
into SAP Convergent Invoicing which are 
depicted as scenario 1 and 2 respectively.
 
The role of SAP Convergent Mediation by 
DigitalRoute in scenario 2 is to collect, convert, 
and process raw transactions into billable items 
(BITs) or consumption items (CITs) by executing 
pre-configured workflows. 
 

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute is a 
standard integration platform for providing 
automated capture of high-volume transactions 
from all front-end sales channels. It is designed 
to ensure data quality on these transactions, 
enrich transactions, and provide robust high-
scale loading of the final transactions into the 
SAP Billing and Revenue Innovation Management 
solution. Loading to this solution involves 
integration to SAP Convergent Invoicing as the 
invoicing engine and entry point into SAP 
Customer Financials Management.

It is vital for the SAP Billing and Revenue 
Innovation Management invoicing and 
accounting processes to get access to granular 
transactions (billable items) for end-to-end 
management and traceability from the posting in 

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute

Common Use Cases for SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute
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Here are some examples of processing steps that 
can be performed within SAP Convergent 
Mediation by DigitalRoute workflows:

MAPPING OF EXTERNAL TRANSACTION 
RECORD FORMAT TO BIT FORMAT THAT CAN BE 
LOADED INTO SAP CONVERGENT INVOICING:

 • SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute pro-
vides a very flexible mapping layer where exter-
nal protocol and data formats (CSV, XML, 
ASN.1, JSON, Protobuf, et cetera) can be 
mapped to internal record format and then con-
verted to other protocol and formats, in this 
case the BIT format.

MASTER DATA ENRICHMENT: 
 • To correctly categorize or group the BIT, the re-
cord needs to be enriched based on external 
meta data. This could be done through data-
base lookups or lookup from external SOAP or 
REST APIs. 

RECORD SPLITTING: 
 • An incoming transaction may contain multiple 
billable transactions, in which case the transac-
tion needs to be split into several BITs so that 
they can be grouped, aggregated, and billed 
separately.

AGGREGATION:
 • Where multiple partial transactions need to be 
correlated and aggregated into one BIT.

DEDUPLICATION:
 • When duplicate transactions need to be re-
moved prior to loading BITs into SAP Conver-
gent Invoicing. The deduplication functionality 
of SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute is 
highly scalable – billions of transactions can be 
deduplicated, even historical ones.

SCALABLE CREATION OF BITS:
 • SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute pro-
vides a robust and highly performant solution 
for creation of BITs. BIT creation can be scaled 
by parallel loading of BITs into SAP Convergent 
Invoicing.

There are also use cases for SAP Convergent 
Mediation by DigitalRoute to upload non-priced 
transactions (consumption items – CITs) into 
SAP Convergent Invoicing where the transaction 
gets priced at a later stage. The structure of CITs 
and BITs are similar so the performance figures 
in this document applies to them both.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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The scope of the executed test was scenario 2, 
the direct transfer of billable items from SAP 
Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute to SAP 
Convergent Invoicing without having SAP 
Convergent Charging in between. It is notable 
that the SAP Java connector (SAP JCo) is a 
development library that enables a Java 
application to communicate with on-premise 
SAP systems via SAP’s RFC protocol: no 
additional components need to be installed. 

Scenario 2 applies when no complex pricing logic 
is required, or the prices are maintained in other 
systems (as is often the case with web shops). 

The main goal of the test was to demonstrate the 
capability to transfer high volumes with high 
throughput between the two systems. We also 
sought to prove scalability and figure out an 
optimal bulk size to be sent between the two 
systems, as too small a bulk would lead to a high 
CPU consumption and too large a bulk would 
lead to memory issues.

Test Scope

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute and SAP Convergent Invoicing Integration Test Scope
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SAP CONVERGENT MEDIATION BY DIGITALROUTE
The performance test was executed using SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute 4.2, with SAP 
HANA as platform database. SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute has a cluster runtime 
architecture with three layers as illustrated in the diagram below.

Access Zone: the user interfaces are provided 
here and both desktop and web-based interfaces 
are available.

Control Zone: this contains the platform 
process, the central component in the cluster, 
which connects to a central SAP HANA database 
and coordinates events communication with 
other processes. The platform process is also 
used in design time, where the SAP Convergent 
Mediation by DigitalRoute workflow objects are 
developed, configured, and activated, then 
distributed to the registered execution context 
processes. 

Execution Zone: this contains the execution 
contexts, the working container for the actual 
runtime loads, where the designed workflows, 
batches, tasks are executed. It usually consists of 
multiple execution context processes, running on 
multiple hosts.

Test Set Up 

In the performance test described in the paper, 
one host is dedicated to the Control Zone, and 
three hosts are dedicated to the Execution Zone. 
Each Execution Zone host executes the execution 
context processes.

The scope of the performance test includes 
generating BITs from SAP Convergent Mediation 
by DigitalRoute and bulk loading them in SAP 
Convergent Invoicing using the remote function 
call (RFC) protocol. To achieve this, a number of 
different SAP Convergent Mediation by 
DigitalRoute workflows were created.

Here are the detailed processing workflows in 
SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute which 
generate BITs and load these BITs into SAP 
Convergent Invoicing. 

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute 
Workflow: Batch Workflow – Trigger RFC

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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The workflow is configured to use eight threads 
and has the queue size configured to 1,000.

This batch workflow reads a CSV file containing input parameters for performance test, the bulk size 
of the BITs upload and the number of RFC requests for sending the BITs.

It creates the data that should be in the BITs and sends them over the workflow bridge agent to next 
workflow which will send the actual RFC requests.

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute Workflow: Real-Time Workflow – Dispatch RFC

This real-time workflow receives the data from the batch workflow and maps it into the correct BIT 
format. It then sends the BITs to SAP Convergent Invoicing over the RFC protocol. The number of 
BITs per RFC request, bulk size, is 750. It inspects the RFC function response, and creates a summary 
record of each RFC call, which is sent to the next workflow.

The RFC profile is configured with the RFC func-
tion FKK_BIX_BIT_CREATE_API. Load balancing 
is not configured by default.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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The SAP RFC agent is configured with the RFC 
Profile and all the settings in the RFC agent is set 
to default.

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute 
Workflow: Batch Workflow – SAP Convergent 
Invoicing Summary

This batch workflow creates a CSV file with 
output summary record for each RFC call 
executed by real-time workflow – dispatch RFC.

This confirms that all RFCs have been received 
by the SAP Convergent Invoicing system.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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The SAP Convergent Invoicing system consisted of six SAP HANA database servers and 25 NetWeav-
er ABAP application servers. 15 servers were residing on a single server while the remaining 10 serv-
ers shared one physical server – no virtualization technology was used. More details about the used 
hardware can be found below. 

Below you can see the general setup of the environment. On the right side is the SAP Convergent Me-
diation by DigitalRoute system with three execution contexts per host. From there data is sent to the 
SAP Convergent Invoicing hosts using the same network that connects the latter one to the database 
hosts. As the load distribution is done via the Java Connector and a logon group, every execution con-
text can send data to each application server on the SAP Convergent Invoicing side. 

SAP Convergent Invoicing 
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The SAP HANA version used was 2.00.052.00 
(SAP HANA 2, SP 05) while SAP Convergent In-
voicing was on SAP S/4HANA 2009.

SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute con-
nects to SAP Convergent Invoicing via the JCo 
adapter and performs RFCs to get the billable 
items directly in the SAP Convergent Invoicing 
system.  

For the test, the number of dialog work processes 
which handle the RFCs had been set to 120 per 
server, although it turned out later that this num-
ber wasn’t required. In fact, more than 40 pro-
cesses were hardly ever required. For the test this 
high number was chosen to make sure the num-
ber of processes doesn’t create a bottleneck. 

The parameter rdisp/rfc_max_queue was in-
creased from 5 (%) to 50 (%) to allow a higher 
number of RFC calls in the dispatcher queue. The 
other parameters that controlled resource con-
sumption on the application servers could stay 
on their standard values.

A dedicated logon group was created to permit 
control over which servers would receive re-
quests. Depending on the test, the number of 
servers assigned to the logon group was changed 
so that the ratio between SAP Convergent Media-
tion by DigitalRoute servers and SAP Convergent 
Invoicing servers of 1:3 was maintained. Pre-tests 
had shown that in this performance test, this ra-
tio provided a good rule of thumb in case both 
systems use the same type of hosts. 

Other tests were made with different workload 
distribution algorithms provided by the logon 
group. It was found that a round-robin distribu-
tion of workload gave the highest overall through-
put, because the alternative ‘best-performance’ 
showed a tendency to switch servers only if the 
one currently used was already in a slight over-
load situation. However, differences between the 
approaches were small.

The resource allocation parameters used for this 
test.

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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SAP CONVERGENT MEDIATION BY 
DIGITALROUTE
SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute was 
installed on five identical hosts based on Intel ar-
chitecture. The following characteristics apply to 
one host:
CPU type:  Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-
2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz
Sockets:  2
Cores (total):  16 (8 per socket)
Threads (total): 32 (2 per core)
Memory:  64 GB

SAP CONVERGENT INVOICING
The SAP Convergent Invoicing environment con-
sisted of different host types, all based on Intel 
architecture:

Host type A:  9 hosts used
CPU type:  Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-
2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz
Sockets:  2
Cores (total):  16 (8 per socket)
Threads (total): 32 (2 per core)
Memory:  64 GB

Host type B:  3 hosts used
CPU type:  Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-
2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz
Sockets:  2
Cores (total):  28 (14 per socket)
Threads (total): 56 (2 per core)
Memory:  64 GB

Hardware Environment

© 2021 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved.
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Results

The scope of the test was to prove the capability 
to transfer high volumes of data between SAP 
Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute and SAP 
Convergent Invoicing. During the test, a through-
put of more than 640 million BITs per hour was 
achieved with four SAP Convergent Mediation by 
DigitalRoute servers feeding 12 SAP Convergent 
Invoicing servers.

The second goal of the test was to prove the scal-
ability of the integration and again an excellent 
result was achieved, with almost optimal linear 
scalability as the graph below shows:

All tests were run for at least 20 minutes to show 
the long-term stability of the data transfer. This is 
reflected in the CPU usage graphs from the dif-
ferent servers. In the graphs below, lines in or-
ange show the usage of SAP Convergent Invoic-
ing servers while those in blue show the usage of 
the SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute 
servers.

The ratio between SAP Convergent Mediation by 
DigitalRoute and SAP Convergent Invoicing hosts 
is always 1:3. 
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In the last graph two different levels of CPU usage on the SAP Convergent Invoicing servers can be 
seen. This is because three of the 12 servers were of a different type and had 56 logical CPUs while 
the other nine had only 32. As incoming RFC calls were distributed in a round-robin manner, the larg-
er servers got a relatively lower workload and hence the lower CPU usage. The next graphs showing 
the input / output of the servers confirm this behavior, no difference in input / output can be ob-
served between the 12 SAP Convergent Invoicing hosts.
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One might expect the network traffic on the SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute hosts to be 
three times higher than the network traffic measured on the SAP Convergent Invoicing hosts. This is 
not the case as can be seen here, because the latter ones forward the data after some verification to 
the SAP HANA database hosts which generates additional traffic.

In this chapter we presented what we consider to be the most important technical details of the test. 
From this, you can get a clear picture of the resources required to perform a first approximate sizing. 
Besides CPU and input / output, memory also plays a role in sizing but not in these tests as modern 
hardware provides ample memory for the respective solutions, provided one doesn’t exaggerate the 
number of records that are transferred in one bulk.

If you want to find out more about the solution, please contact SAP.
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